
Wesco International - Climate Change 2023

C0. Introduction

C0.1

(C0.1) Give a general description and introduction to your organization.

  

Wesco International (NYSE: WCC) builds, connects, powers and protects the world. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Wesco is a FORTUNE 500® company with
more than $21 billion in annual sales and a leading provider of business-to-business distribution, logistics services and supply chain solutions. Wesco offers a best-in-class
product and services portfolio of Electrical and Electronic Solutions, Communications and Security Solutions, and Utility and Broadband Solutions. The Company employs
approximately 20,000 people, partners with the industry’s premier suppliers, and serves thousands of customers around the world. With millions of products, end-to-end
supply chain services, and leading digital capabilities, Wesco provides innovative solutions to meet customer needs across commercial and industrial businesses, contractors,
government agencies, institutions, telecommunications providers, and utilities. Wesco operates approximately 800 branches, warehouses and sales offices in more than 50
countries, providing a local presence for customers and a global network to serve multi-location businesses and multi-national corporations.

C0.2

(C0.2) State the start and end date of the year for which you are reporting data and indicate whether you will be providing emissions data for past reporting
years.

Reporting year

Start date
January 1 2022

End date
December 31 2022

Indicate if you are providing emissions data for past reporting years
No

Select the number of past reporting years you will be providing Scope 1 emissions data for
<Not Applicable>

Select the number of past reporting years you will be providing Scope 2 emissions data for
<Not Applicable>

Select the number of past reporting years you will be providing Scope 3 emissions data for
<Not Applicable>

C0.3

(C0.3) Select the countries/areas in which you operate.
Canada
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of America

C0.4

(C0.4) Select the currency used for all financial information disclosed throughout your response.
USD

C0.5

(C0.5) Select the option that describes the reporting boundary for which climate-related impacts on your business are being reported. Note that this option should
align with your chosen approach for consolidating your GHG inventory.
Operational control

C0.8
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(C0.8) Does your organization have an ISIN code or another unique identifier (e.g., Ticker, CUSIP, etc.)?

Indicate whether you are able to provide a unique identifier for your organization Provide your unique identifier

Yes, a Ticker symbol WCC

C1. Governance

C1.1

(C1.1) Is there board-level oversight of climate-related issues within your organization?
Yes

C1.1a

(C1.1a) Identify the position(s) (do not include any names) of the individual(s) on the board with responsibility for climate-related issues.

Position of individual or committee Responsibilities for climate-related issues

Board Chair Oversight and support of the Company’s efforts to conduct its business in a principled, transparent, and accountable
manner.

Director on board Oversight and support of the Company’s efforts to conduct its business in a principled, transparent, and accountable
manner.

Director on board Oversight and support of the Company’s efforts to conduct its business in a principled, transparent, and accountable
manner.

Director on board Oversight and support of the Company’s efforts to conduct its business in a principled, transparent, and accountable
manner.

C1.1b

(C1.1b) Provide further details on the board’s oversight of climate-related issues.

Frequency with which climate-related issues
are a scheduled agenda item

Governance mechanisms into which climate-
related issues are integrated

Scope of board-
level oversight

Please explain

Scheduled – some meetings Monitoring progress towards corporate targets <Not Applicable> WESCO's climate and sustainability goals and progress towards these goals are
reviewed by the Board of Directors on an annual basis.

C1.1d

(C1.1d) Does your organization have at least one board member with competence on climate-related issues?

Board
member(s)
have
competence on
climate-related
issues

Criteria used to assess competence of board member(s) on climate-related issues Primary reason for
no board-level
competence on
climate-related
issues

Explain why your organization does not have at
least one board member with competence on
climate-related issues and any plans to address
board-level competence in the future

Row
1

Yes Climate-related experienced is assessed as a part of the Board's regular evaluation of skills, experience, and
background. This includes a review of board members' climate and environmental competency. Experience or
expertise working within or overseeing the sustainability function of an organization, or having educational
training on relevant environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) related topics.

<Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C1.2
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(C1.2) Provide the highest management-level position(s) or committee(s) with responsibility for climate-related issues.

Position or committee
Other, please specify (EVP - Supply Chain & Operations • Supply Chain)

Climate-related responsibilities of this position
Managing annual budgets for climate mitigation activities
Monitoring progress against climate-related corporate targets

Coverage of responsibilities
<Not Applicable>

Reporting line
CEO reporting line

Frequency of reporting to the board on climate-related issues via this reporting line
Annually

Please explain
At least annually if not more often. The person in this position reports to the board on Company climate mitigation activities and progress towards public climate-related
goals.

C1.3

(C1.3) Do you provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues, including the attainment of targets?

Provide incentives for the management of climate-related issues Comment

Row 1 No, and we do not plan to introduce them in the next two years Not at this time.

C2. Risks and opportunities

C2.1

(C2.1) Does your organization have a process for identifying, assessing, and responding to climate-related risks and opportunities?
Yes

C2.1a

(C2.1a) How does your organization define short-, medium- and long-term time horizons?

From (years) To (years) Comment

Short-term 0 1

Medium-term 1 5

Long-term 5 20

C2.1b

(C2.1b) How does your organization define substantive financial or strategic impact on your business?

A strategic or financial impact would include anything that would have more than a 1% impact on annual revenues (currently $21.4 billion). 

C2.2
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(C2.2) Describe your process(es) for identifying, assessing and responding to climate-related risks and opportunities.

Value chain stage(s) covered
Direct operations

Risk management process
A specific climate-related risk management process

Frequency of assessment
Annually

Time horizon(s) covered
Short-term
Medium-term

Description of process
Wesco reviews its energy, water, and waste consumption and greenhouse gas emissions on a quarterly basis, and reviews current energy and sustainability policies and
programs to identify opportunities to improve efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. At the asset level, Wesco also works with Branch Managers and Branch
Operations Managers to provide utility reduction training, identify opportunities to improve its facilities and the performance of its delivery vehicles.

Value chain stage(s) covered
Upstream
Downstream

Risk management process
A specific climate-related risk management process

Frequency of assessment
Not defined

Time horizon(s) covered
Short-term
Medium-term

Description of process
Wesco works with its suppliers on a regular basis to identify new products and services that can improve its customers' energy efficiency and help them reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. Wesco also works with its customers to make them aware of energy efficiency and sustainability solutions through regular energy and sustainability
discussions and the publication of a sustainable products guide.

Value chain stage(s) covered
Direct operations

Risk management process
Integrated into multi-disciplinary company-wide risk management process

Frequency of assessment
Every two years

Time horizon(s) covered
Short-term
Medium-term
Long-term

Description of process
Every two years, the management team conducting the ERM review performs a comprehensive review of potential risks with an update in the intervening year. During this
process, potential risks are evaluated and rated on velocity, severity and probability to be placed on a heat map. Mitigation availability is also considered in the evaluation.
Department heads are responsible for the identification and escalation of potential risks within their department on an ongoing basis.

C2.2a

(C2.2a) Which risk types are considered in your organization's climate-related risk assessments?

Relevance &
inclusion

Please explain

Current
regulation

Relevant, always
included

Wesco tracks current climate and energy regulation to ensure that we are complying with regulation in the markets in which we operate.

Emerging
regulation

Relevant, always
included

Wesco Corporate Sustainability team works with our legal counsel and Enterprise Risk Committee to identify and evaluate emerging regulatory risks.

Technology Relevant,
sometimes included

As a distribution company actively promoting energy efficiency, renewable energy, and emergency response and safety solutions, we work with our supplier partners to identify
and evaluate emerging technologies that support climate mitigation and resilience.

Legal Relevant, always
included

Wesco Corporate Sustainability team works with our legal counsel and Enterprise Risk Committee to identify and evaluate both existing and emerging legal risks.

Market Relevant,
sometimes included

Wesco tracks market risks and opportunities, including climate-related market risks.

Reputation Relevant,
sometimes included

Reputational risk associated with climate and sustainability issues is managed through the Corporate Sustainability Committee, in partnership with marketing and Investor
Relations.

Acute
physical

Relevant, always
included

Wesco evaluates physical risks through a Business Continuity Plan that is reviewed quarterly for emerging risks. 

Wesco considers flood zones within our site selection criteria. Less than 1% of facilities are located within a 100-yr flood zone. Also, we manage these risks through a business
continuity plan established in our Corporate Quality process.

Chronic
physical

Relevant,
sometimes included

Chronic physical risks are also managed through the Enterprise Risk department and through review of the Business Continuity Plan.
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C2.3

(C2.3) Have you identified any inherent climate-related risks with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your business?
Yes

C2.3a

(C2.3a) Provide details of risks identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your business.

Identifier
Risk 1

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver

Emerging regulation Carbon pricing mechanisms

Primary potential financial impact
Increased direct costs

Climate risk type mapped to traditional financial services industry risk classification
<Not Applicable>

Company-specific description
A price on GHG emissions could create both risks and opportunities for Wesco's operations. Key risks would include an increase in operating expenses for Wesco's
facilities and vehicles, and the possible risk of increased manufacturing costs in the supply chain of the products Wesco distributes.

Time horizon
Long-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium-high

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
No, we do not have this figure

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Explanation of financial impact figure
It is currently difficult for Wesco to estimate the magnitude of the financial impact. Direct impact to Wesco on utility and fuel expenses would be based on the future price of
GHG emissions. The impact of GHG pricing on Wesco sales of energy efficiency and renewable energy technology would depend on price sensitivity of Wesco's customers
to an increase in fossil fuel-related energy consumption.

Cost of response to risk

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation
The possibility for GHG pricing is evaluated as part of the Sustainability Committee's regular review of risks and opportunities.

Comment
Cost of management is integrated into the cost of managing the Sustainability Committee

Identifier
Risk 2

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Upstream

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver

Emerging regulation Mandates on and regulation of existing products and services

Primary potential financial impact
Decreased revenues due to reduced demand for products and services

Climate risk type mapped to traditional financial services industry risk classification
<Not Applicable>

Company-specific description
Wesco sells a wide range of electrical, mechanical, MRO, and safety products, and a shift in regulation of these products will lead to some products becoming either more
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expensive or functionally obsolete (for example T-12 fluorescent lights, which were phased out by regulation several years ago.)

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Very likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium-low

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
No, we do not have this figure

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Explanation of financial impact figure
If Wesco does not adjust acquisition and inventory of products being phased out or taxed due to evolving regulations, it would have to write off inventory that could no
longer be sold to customers.

Cost of response to risk

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation
Wesco's Enterprise Risk and sustainability committee regularly evaluate risks associated with shifting regulation and consumer demand for products and adjusts its strategy
on a regular basis.

Comment
This risk is evaluated as part of existing staff management responsibilities.

Identifier
Risk 3

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Direct operations

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver

Technology Substitution of existing products and services with lower emissions options

Primary potential financial impact
Increased indirect (operating) costs

Climate risk type mapped to traditional financial services industry risk classification
<Not Applicable>

Company-specific description
If the cost of energy and vehicle fuels increases (due to policy changes or market forces), Wesco will need to make a deeper investment in energy efficiency, vehicle fuel
efficiency, and alternative energy sources. While these investments have a positive long-term ROI, they will require a significant near-term investment. Wesco is currently
making these investments in energy-efficient building upgrades and hybrid vehicles for its sales fleet but would need to accelerate this investment in buildings and in
alternative fuel vehicles if fossil fuel energy prices increase dramatically.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
Yes, an estimated range

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)

Explanation of financial impact figure
To make energy cost-effective energy efficiency upgrades to 400 branches (50% of current branch locations) that would reduce energy consumption by an average of 20%,
Wesco would need to invest between $25,000 and $50,000 per branch, or $10,000,000-$20,000,000. Based on preliminary, high-level analysis of select branch
opportunities extrapolated across Wesco's building portfolio, this would result in an energy cost reduction of $3,000,000-$6,000,000 per year.

Cost of response to risk

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation
Identifying and pursuing energy efficiency building upgrades, where cost effective
Identifying and pursuing alternative energy investments, where cost effective
Identifying and pursuing vehicle fuel efficiency investments, where cost effective
Evaluating the opportunity to invest in an increased number of lower-carbon alternative fuel vehicles, where cost effective.
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Comment
The cost of managing this mitigation strategy has not been fully evaluated, but the evaluation of opportunities for investment in new technologies is done on an ongoing
basis by the sustainability committee, as well as Wesco's operations department.

Identifier
Risk 4

Where in the value chain does the risk driver occur?
Downstream

Risk type & Primary climate-related risk driver

Chronic physical Changing precipitation patterns and types (rain, hail, snow/ice)

Primary potential financial impact
Increased indirect (operating) costs

Climate risk type mapped to traditional financial services industry risk classification
<Not Applicable>

Company-specific description
Disruptions to our own operations of global supply chain due to the impact of severe weather or natural disasters, including those occurring as a result of climate change,
such as tropical storms, severe winter weather, flooding, drought, or wildfires.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
No, we do not have this figure

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Explanation of financial impact figure
Reduced revenues, Increased operating costs/overhead.

Cost of response to risk

Description of response and explanation of cost calculation
Adopting technologies in order to mitigate weather related outages can lead to increased costs.

Comment
These technologies are currently expensive, and until capacity increases and cost decreases, they represent a significant potential investment for Wesco.

C2.4

(C2.4) Have you identified any climate-related opportunities with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your business?
Yes

C2.4a

(C2.4a) Provide details of opportunities identified with the potential to have a substantive financial or strategic impact on your business.

Identifier
Opp1

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Downstream

Opportunity type
Products and services

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Development and/or expansion of low emission goods and services

Primary potential financial impact
Increased revenues resulting from increased demand for products and services

Company-specific description
Further development of energy conservation measures (ECM) offerings – Wesco’s products and services have the potential to be part of the low-carbon transition, which
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may bring additional revenue as consumer preferences shift towards green offerings. Commercial solar implementation – Wesco designs, specs, delivers, and implements
solar solutions. There is already a focus on quality software and design, ensuring their solutions are long-lasting and
reliable. Wesco can further optimize design so that their customers are able to rely on a stable renewable energy source, meeting most of their energy needs and reducing
their own carbon footprint. 

Electric Mobility – Wesco assists private and state clients in developing the capacity and infrastructure needed to support an electric vehicle fleet. This includes supporting
states with optimizing the energy grid for electrification. As this technology improves, this practice may grow. 

Improvements in energy efficiency – Wesco’s scope 2 emissions due to energy consumption do not make up the majority of their overall emissions but are still significant
due to the number of facilities Wesco operates. Wesco has already begun to retrofit facilities with energy-efficient technology and explored the potential for solar panels at
some sites. As this initiative expands across more of Wesco’s facilities and new sites are built with renewable energy built in, Wesco’s energy costs and subsequent
emissions could decrease.

Time horizon
Short-term

Likelihood
Very likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium-high

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
No, we do not have this figure

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Explanation of financial impact figure
Increasing customer interest in energy efficiency and renewable energy will lead to an annual increase in the sales of these technologies and solutions. The magnitude of
the financial impact associated with greater customer adoption of energy efficiency and renewable energy technology is not possible for us to estimate at this time.

Cost to realize opportunity

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation
Build customer awareness of energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies through Wesco's catalogs.
Provide training and tools to support energy efficiency and renewable energy sales by Wesco sales managers.
Work with suppliers to highlight energy efficiency and renewable energy products and services through direct marketing and Trade Shows.

Comment
The cost to realize this opportunity is not something we are able to estimate at this time.

Identifier
Opp2

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Direct operations

Opportunity type
Resource efficiency

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Move to more efficient buildings

Primary potential financial impact
Reduced indirect (operating) costs

Company-specific description
Wesco can reduce operating expenses and our greenhouse gas emissions by completing cost-effective energy efficiency retrofits at existing buildings, moving to more
energy efficient buildings, consolidating operations into fewer, more efficient buildings, or increasing our direct shipments to customers from our larger distribution centers.
Wesco is already pursuing energy efficiency retrofits at existing branches and has worked energy efficient tenant fit outs into its standard lease guidelines for new leased
facilities.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
No, we do not have this figure

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)
<Not Applicable>
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Explanation of financial impact figure
Wesco would reduce energy-related operating expenses by as much as 20%, and through branch consolidation and/or direct-to-customer shipping reduce rental expenses
as well.

Cost to realize opportunity

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation
Wesco's has a few strategies to help drive energy efficiency in new buildings, including Green lease guidelines for new facilities, offering more direct-to-customer shipments
of products from Wesco Distribution Centers, and identifying opportunities to consolidate branch locations without sacrificing customer service or diversity of product
offerings.

Comment
The cost to realize this opportunity is not something we are able to estimate at this time.

Identifier
Opp3

Where in the value chain does the opportunity occur?
Downstream

Opportunity type
Markets

Primary climate-related opportunity driver
Use of public-sector incentives

Primary potential financial impact
Increased revenues resulting from increased demand for products and services

Company-specific description
Emergency response – Wesco already has significant business around assisting customers, generally utility companies, prepare for and respond to natural disasters and
other catastrophic events. The company assists by building up replenishment resources at a secondary location, preparing clients with contingencies and increased
resiliency to climate-related weather events. Wesco constantly adapts, learning from past events and implementing
changes to its emergency management protocol. In the future, Wesco can even leverage its diverse supply network and logistics capabilities to expand the scope of their
emergency response. They may aid disaster response in a variety of ways – replacing transformers and supplying electric parts, to providing humanitarian aid such as
shipments of bottled water. This service may be in greater demand as the number of severe weather events
increases due to climate change.

The Wesco Solar Team sources products for third parties implementing solar. As the clean-energy transition continues, this segment of the business may grow.

Time horizon
Medium-term

Likelihood
Very likely

Magnitude of impact
Medium-high

Are you able to provide a potential financial impact figure?
Yes, an estimated range

Potential financial impact figure (currency)
<Not Applicable>

Potential financial impact figure – minimum (currency)

Potential financial impact figure – maximum (currency)

Explanation of financial impact figure
Wesco currently generates over $75,000,000 in annual revenue from energy-efficient and low-carbon products and services. With strong public demand and incentives to
drive energy efficient product adoption, Wesco could significantly increase this annual revenue in these products in 5 years.

Cost to realize opportunity

Strategy to realize opportunity and explanation of cost calculation
Educate customers, contractors, and other channel partners about current energy efficiency and renewable energy incentives in the markets where Wesco operates.
Continue to work with suppliers to identify new energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies to introduce to our customers. 

Comment
The cost to realize this opportunity is not something we are able to estimate at this time.

C3. Business Strategy

C3.1
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(C3.1) Does your organization’s strategy include a climate transition plan that aligns with a 1.5°C world?

Row 1

Climate transition plan
No, but our strategy has been influenced by climate-related risks and opportunities, and we are developing a climate transition plan within two years

Publicly available climate transition plan
<Not Applicable>

Mechanism by which feedback is collected from shareholders on your climate transition plan
<Not Applicable>

Description of feedback mechanism
<Not Applicable>

Frequency of feedback collection
<Not Applicable>

Attach any relevant documents which detail your climate transition plan (optional)
<Not Applicable>

Explain why your organization does not have a climate transition plan that aligns with a 1.5°C world and any plans to develop one in the future
Wesco is in the process of developing new medium and long-term GHG reduction goals, as well as a long-term strategy to mitigate the physical and transition risks
associated with climate change on its operations.

Explain why climate-related risks and opportunities have not influenced your strategy
<Not Applicable>

C3.2

(C3.2) Does your organization use climate-related scenario analysis to inform its strategy?

Use of climate-related scenario
analysis to inform strategy

Primary reason why your organization does not use climate-related
scenario analysis to inform its strategy

Explain why your organization does not use climate-related scenario analysis to
inform its strategy and any plans to use it in the future

Row
1

Yes, qualitative and quantitative <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C3.2a

(C3.2a) Provide details of your organization’s use of climate-related scenario analysis.

Climate-
related
scenario

Scenario
analysis
coverage

Temperature
alignment of
scenario

Parameters, assumptions, analytical choices

Physical
climate
scenarios

RCP
2.6

Company-
wide

<Not Applicable> RCP 2.6, considered a stringent mitigation scenario under which global warming is limited to under 2°C by the end of the century.

Physical
climate
scenarios

RCP
4.5

Business
division

<Not Applicable> The most likely baseline scenario. It assumes some climate policies are adopted, with emissions peaking in 2040, and is estimated to lead to a moderate degree of
warming, between 2-3°C by the end of the century. This scenario considers an intermediate amount of physical risk, increasing slightly from the present baseline. 

Physical
climate
scenarios

RCP
8.5

Company-
wide

<Not Applicable> Worst-case scenario assumes no climate actions are taken and we experience approximately 4°C of warming by 2100. This is the scenario that measures the
maximum potential physical risk to Wesco.

Transition
scenarios

IEA
SDS

Company-
wide

<Not Applicable> This scenario is compatible with an under 2°C goal, with advanced economies reaching net zero emissions by 2050 through adoption of stringent policies to
increase efficiency and adopt renewable energy sources.

C3.2b
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(C3.2b) Provide details of the focal questions your organization seeks to address by using climate-related scenario analysis, and summarize the results with
respect to these questions.

Row 1

Focal questions
Wesco was analyzed low-, medium-, and high-emissions scenarios all of which to considered possible depending on the volume of greenhouse gases (GHG) emitted and
subsequent degrees of warming in years to come.

Results of the climate-related scenario analysis with respect to the focal questions
Although Wesco’s facilities are likely to face adverse physical climate events, we assessed our operations to have a high level of resiliency to current and future climate-
related impacts. Climate risk is integrated into our enterprise-wide risk management strategy, allowing us to fare well through historic climate-related events and providing a
range of adaptation measures against future events. As an organization, Wesco is in various ways resilient to the effects of climate change, weather hazards and the socio-
economic implications of a transition to a low-carbon economy. A vital part of Wesco’s climate management strategy is our emissions reduction goal. By 2030, we plan to
reduce our absolute scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions by 30% from a 2021 baseline.

C3.3

(C3.3) Describe where and how climate-related risks and opportunities have influenced your strategy.

Have climate-related risks and opportunities
influenced your strategy in this area?

Description of influence

Products and
services

Yes Wesco has worked with its suppliers to identify low-carbon and energy-efficient products and services, and to articulate the energy
efficiency and carbon reduction potential of its goods and services to its global customers.

Supply chain
and/or value chain

Yes Wesco has conducted GHG surveys of its top suppliers, and this information has helped inform WESCO's supplier engagement strategy.

Investment in R&D Not evaluated Wesco is primarily a distribution company (not a manufacturer) and as a result does not have a significant opportunity associated with
R&D.

Operations Yes Wesco continues to evaluate opportunities for energy efficiency and on-site renewable energy for its facilities, and fuel efficiency
solutions for its vehicle fleet.

C3.4

(C3.4) Describe where and how climate-related risks and opportunities have influenced your financial planning.

Financial planning elements that have been influenced Description of influence

Row
1

Direct costs
Capital expenditures

Wesco has evaluated climate risks in the identification of facility energy efficiency opportunities, and in its green lease program for new facilities.

C3.5

(C3.5) In your organization’s financial accounting, do you identify spending/revenue that is aligned with your organization’s climate transition?

Identification of spending/revenue that is aligned with your organization’s climate
transition

Indicate the level at which you identify the alignment of your spending/revenue with a sustainable finance
taxonomy

Row
1

No, but we plan to in the next two years <Not Applicable>

C4. Targets and performance

C4.1

(C4.1) Did you have an emissions target that was active in the reporting year?
Absolute target

C4.1a

(C4.1a) Provide details of your absolute emissions target(s) and progress made against those targets.

Target reference number
Abs 1

Is this a science-based target?
No, but we anticipate setting one in the next two years

Target ambition
<Not Applicable>
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Year target was set
2020

Target coverage
Country/area/region

Scope(s)
Scope 1
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Base year
2021

Base year Scope 1 emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
53202.91

Base year Scope 2 emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
31050.56

Base year Scope 3, Category 1: Purchased goods and services emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 2: Capital goods emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scopes 1 or 2) emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 4: Upstream transportation and distribution emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 5: Waste generated in operations emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 6: Business travel emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 7: Employee commuting emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 8: Upstream leased assets emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 9: Downstream transportation and distribution emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 10: Processing of sold products emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 11: Use of sold products emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 12: End-of-life treatment of sold products emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 13: Downstream leased assets emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 14: Franchises emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 15: Investments emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Other (upstream) emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Other (downstream) emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year total Scope 3 emissions covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Total base year emissions covered by target in all selected Scopes (metric tons CO2e)
84253.47

Base year Scope 1 emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 1
63

Base year Scope 2 emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 2
37

Base year Scope 3, Category 1: Purchased goods and services emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 1:
Purchased goods and services (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>
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Base year Scope 3, Category 2: Capital goods emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 2: Capital goods (metric
tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scopes 1 or 2) emissions covered by target as % of total base year
emissions in Scope 3, Category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scopes 1 or 2) (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 4: Upstream transportation and distribution covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 4: Upstream
transportation and distribution (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 5: Waste generated in operations emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 5: Waste
generated in operations (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 6: Business travel emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 6: Business travel (metric
tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 7: Employee commuting covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 7: Employee commuting
(metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 8: Upstream leased assets emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 8: Upstream
leased assets (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 9: Downstream transportation and distribution emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3,
Category 9: Downstream transportation and distribution (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 10: Processing of sold products emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 10:
Processing of sold products (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 11: Use of sold products emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 11: Use of sold
products (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 12: End-of-life treatment of sold products emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 12:
End-of-life treatment of sold products (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 13: Downstream leased assets emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 13:
Downstream leased assets (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 14: Franchises emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 14: Franchises (metric tons
CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Category 15: Investments emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Category 15: Investments (metric tons
CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Other (upstream) emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Other (upstream) (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year Scope 3, Other (downstream) emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3, Other (downstream) (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Base year total Scope 3 emissions covered by target as % of total base year emissions in Scope 3 (in all Scope 3 categories)
<Not Applicable>

Base year emissions covered by target in all selected Scopes as % of total base year emissions in all selected Scopes
100

Target year
2030

Targeted reduction from base year (%)
30

Total emissions in target year covered by target in all selected Scopes (metric tons CO2e) [auto-calculated]
58977.429

Scope 1 emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
51412

Scope 2 emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
29158

Scope 3, Category 1: Purchased goods and services emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 2: Capital goods emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scopes 1 or 2) emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
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<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 4: Upstream transportation and distribution emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 5: Waste generated in operations emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 6: Business travel emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 7: Employee commuting emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 8: Upstream leased assets emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 9: Downstream transportation and distribution emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 10: Processing of sold products emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 11: Use of sold products emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 12: End-of-life treatment of sold products emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 13: Downstream leased assets emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 14: Franchises emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Category 15: Investments emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Other (upstream) emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3, Other (downstream) emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Total Scope 3 emissions in reporting year covered by target (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Total emissions in reporting year covered by target in all selected scopes (metric tons CO2e)
80571

Does this target cover any land-related emissions?
No, it does not cover any land-related emissions (e.g. non-FLAG SBT)

% of target achieved relative to base year [auto-calculated]
14.5690141901574

Target status in reporting year
Revised

Please explain target coverage and identify any exclusions
Target covers is companywide. Current reporting extends to US, UK and Canada, plans to expand reporting coverage in the 2023 reporting year.

Plan for achieving target, and progress made to the end of the reporting year
Energy efficiency improvements in existing facilities, introduction of Electric vehicles into fleet as a pilot in 2021 with plans to expand the pilot in 2023.

List the emissions reduction initiatives which contributed most to achieving this target
<Not Applicable>

C4.2

(C4.2) Did you have any other climate-related targets that were active in the reporting year?
No other climate-related targets

C4.3

(C4.3) Did you have emissions reduction initiatives that were active within the reporting year? Note that this can include those in the planning and/or
implementation phases.
Yes

C4.3a
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(C4.3a) Identify the total number of initiatives at each stage of development, and for those in the implementation stages, the estimated CO2e savings.

Number of initiatives Total estimated annual CO2e savings in metric tonnes CO2e (only for rows marked *)

Under investigation 3 15000

To be implemented*

Implementation commenced*

Implemented* 1 5000

Not to be implemented

C4.3b

(C4.3b) Provide details on the initiatives implemented in the reporting year in the table below.

Initiative category & Initiative type

Energy efficiency in buildings Lighting

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
1000

Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies) where emissions savings occur
Scope 2 (location-based)
Scope 2 (market-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)

Payback period
Please select

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
Please select

Comment
Wesco completed between 21 LED lighting upgrades to indoor lighting on selected facilities over the course of 2022. These LED upgrades were done as needed at the end
of the useful life of lighting systems.

Wesco is partnering with its leasing vendor to evaluate energy efficiency upgrades across its largest facilities in 2023, looking for additional cost-effective opportunities to
improve energy efficiency.

Initiative category & Initiative type

Company policy or behavioral change Other, please specify (Energy efficiency training for companywide managers and above)

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
2000

Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies) where emissions savings occur
Scope 2 (location-based)
Scope 2 (market-based)

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)
0

Payback period
No payback

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
3-5 years

Comment
Training developed inhouse to instruction all levels of management on energy efficiency task that can be employed in our locations.

Initiative category & Initiative type

Transportation Company fleet vehicle replacement

Estimated annual CO2e savings (metric tonnes CO2e)
2000
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Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies) where emissions savings occur
Scope 1

Voluntary/Mandatory
Voluntary

Annual monetary savings (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)

Investment required (unit currency – as specified in C0.4)

Payback period
1-3 years

Estimated lifetime of the initiative
3-5 years

Comment
EV pilot implementation.

C4.3c

(C4.3c) What methods do you use to drive investment in emissions reduction activities?

Method Comment

Employee engagement We encourage Operations managers to review monthly energy consumption and efficiency, and to identify opportunities to improve energy efficiency through building upgrades, facility
management strategies, and employee engagement.

Other (Upgrade
opportunity
assessments)

Wesco regularly reviews energy efficiency investment opportunities for existing branches and distribution centers, and encourages Operations Managers to pursue energy efficiency
projects with a reasonable payback period.

Financial optimization
calculations

Wesco encourages branches to explore opportunities to pursue on-site solar energy projects, focusing on buildings that Wesco either owns or holds a long-term lease (over 5 years).

Financial optimization
calculations

Wesco encourages its fleet management team to continue to pursue electric vehicles, a range of fuel efficiency strategies for its vehicle fleet, including improving the MPG of new vehicles
and pursuing fuel efficiency strategies (route optimization, speed governors, enhanced vehicle maintenance) for its existing fleet.

C4.5

(C4.5) Do you classify any of your existing goods and/or services as low-carbon products?
Yes

C4.5a
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(C4.5a) Provide details of your products and/or services that you classify as low-carbon products.

Level of aggregation
Please select

Taxonomy used to classify product(s) or service(s) as low-carbon
Other, please specify (Select LED lighting, energy efficient electrical and mechanical equipment, and renewable energy products and services)

Type of product(s) or service(s)

Power Other, please specify (LED and renewable energy products and services)

Description of product(s) or service(s)
Wesco highlights products that have earned 3rd party certification for energy efficiency (US EPA ENERGY STAR, US FEMP-Compliant, and other 3rd party product
sustainability certifications) in its online product catalog and in communications with its Global Account Customers. Wesco also promotes its renewable energy products
and services as "low carbon", in that these products can help customers produce on-site renewable energy.

Have you estimated the avoided emissions of this low-carbon product(s) or service(s)
No

Methodology used to calculate avoided emissions
<Not Applicable>

Life cycle stage(s) covered for the low-carbon product(s) or services(s)
<Not Applicable>

Functional unit used
<Not Applicable>

Reference product/service or baseline scenario used
<Not Applicable>

Life cycle stage(s) covered for the reference product/service or baseline scenario
<Not Applicable>

Estimated avoided emissions (metric tons CO2e per functional unit) compared to reference product/service or baseline scenario
<Not Applicable>

Explain your calculation of avoided emissions, including any assumptions
<Not Applicable>

Revenue generated from low-carbon product(s) or service(s) as % of total revenue in the reporting year

C5. Emissions methodology

C5.1

(C5.1) Is this your first year of reporting emissions data to CDP?
No

C5.1a

(C5.1a) Has your organization undergone any structural changes in the reporting year, or are any previous structural changes being accounted for in this
disclosure of emissions data?

Row 1

Has there been a structural change?
Yes, an acquisition

Name of organization(s) acquired, divested from, or merged with
Rahi Systems Holdings, Inc

Details of structural change(s), including completion dates
Acquired. November 2022

C5.1b

(C5.1b) Has your emissions accounting methodology, boundary, and/or reporting year definition changed in the reporting year?

Change(s) in methodology, boundary, and/or reporting year definition? Details of methodology, boundary, and/or reporting year definition change(s)

Row 1 No <Not Applicable>
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C5.1c

(C5.1c) Have your organization’s base year emissions and past years’ emissions been recalculated as a result of any changes or errors reported in C5.1a and/or
C5.1b?

Base year recalculation Scope(s)
recalculated

Base year emissions recalculation policy, including significance
threshold

Past years’
recalculation

Row
1

No, because the operations acquired or divested did not exist in the base
year

<Not Applicable> no change to baseline post aquisition No

C5.2

(C5.2) Provide your base year and base year emissions.

Scope 1

Base year start
January 1 2021

Base year end
December 31 2021

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
53203

Comment
Wesco has re-set its baseline following the acquisition of Anixter in 2020 that effectively doubled Wesco's operations and annual revenue, while also significantly increasing
its facilities and shipping and sales vehicle fleet. The impact of this acquisition was captured in Wesco's 2020 GHG inventory and is also reflected in its 2021 GHG
inventory. 

Scope 2 (location-based)

Base year start
January 1 2021

Base year end
December 31 2021

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
31051

Comment

Scope 2 (market-based)

Base year start
January 1 2021

Base year end
December 31 2021

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment
Wesco did not track market-based GHG emissions in 2022. Wesco's scope 2 emissions are from more than 800 branches that all use purchased electricity from their local
utilities. All GHG emission factors associated with Scope 2 emissions are estimated in accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard (Revised Addition). WESCO uses Government-provided emission factors for Canada and UK emissions (by region) and eGRID data for the US (by
utility subregion).

Scope 3 category 1: Purchased goods and services

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 2: Capital goods

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 3: Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment
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Scope 3 category 4: Upstream transportation and distribution

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 5: Waste generated in operations

Base year start
January 1 2021

Base year end
December 31 2021

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
4378.61

Comment

Scope 3 category 6: Business travel

Base year start
January 1 2021

Base year end
December 31 2021

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)
4028

Comment

Scope 3 category 7: Employee commuting

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 8: Upstream leased assets

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 9: Downstream transportation and distribution

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 10: Processing of sold products

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 11: Use of sold products

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 12: End of life treatment of sold products

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment
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Scope 3 category 13: Downstream leased assets

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 14: Franchises

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3 category 15: Investments

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3: Other (upstream)

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

Scope 3: Other (downstream)

Base year start

Base year end

Base year emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Comment

C5.3

(C5.3) Select the name of the standard, protocol, or methodology you have used to collect activity data and calculate emissions.
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard (Revised Edition)

C6. Emissions data

C6.1

(C6.1) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 1 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Reporting year

Gross global Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)
51412.28

Start date
<Not Applicable>

End date
<Not Applicable>

Comment

C6.2
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(C6.2) Describe your organization’s approach to reporting Scope 2 emissions.

Row 1

Scope 2, location-based 
We are reporting a Scope 2, location-based figure

Scope 2, market-based
We have no operations where we are able to access electricity supplier emission factors or residual emissions factors and are unable to report a Scope 2, market-based
figure

Comment
We can provide a location and market-based figure for Scope 2 emissions in WESCO's UK operations upon request, but are unable to provide this figure for US or Canada
operations (in Canada we use Province-level emissions factors from the Canadian government data, and for US emissions we use the EIA eGRID emission factors by
zipcode.)

C6.3

(C6.3) What were your organization’s gross global Scope 2 emissions in metric tons CO2e?

Reporting year

Scope 2, location-based
29158.34

Scope 2, market-based (if applicable)
<Not Applicable>

Start date
<Not Applicable>

End date
<Not Applicable>

Comment

C6.4

(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1, Scope 2 or Scope 3 emissions that are within your selected
reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure?
Yes

C6.4a
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(C6.4a) Provide details of the sources of Scope 1, Scope 2, or Scope 3 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your
disclosure.

Source of excluded emissions
Fugitive Emissions from refrigerant leakage

Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies)
Scope 1

Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
Emissions are relevant but not yet calculated

Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Relevance of Scope 3 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Date of completion of acquisition or merger
<Not Applicable>

Estimated percentage of total Scope 1+2 emissions this excluded source represents
3

Estimated percentage of total Scope 3 emissions this excluded source represents
<Not Applicable>

Explain why this source is excluded
Unable to calculate at this time.

Explain how you estimated the percentage of emissions this excluded source represents
Wesco estimated this emissions source based on a small sample of facilities where it is able to track this data in past years and estimates that these emissions account for
less than 3% of Wesco's overall GHG emissions.

Source of excluded emissions
diesel from backup generators, and propane for select forklift vehicles

Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies)
Scope 1

Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
Emissions are not relevant

Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Relevance of Scope 3 emissions from this source
<Not Applicable>

Date of completion of acquisition or merger
<Not Applicable>

Estimated percentage of total Scope 1+2 emissions this excluded source represents
1

Estimated percentage of total Scope 3 emissions this excluded source represents
<Not Applicable>

Explain why this source is excluded
Wesco is unable to track diesel used by backup generators at its 800 facilities, or propane and diesel used to power forklifts and other supplemental equipment at select
warehouse and distribution facilities.

Explain how you estimated the percentage of emissions this excluded source represents
Wesco estimated this data based on a subset of facilities for which this data was available in 2015 and found it to be less than 1% of overall GHG emissions for that
reporting year. Plan to reevaluate in 2023.

C6.5

(C6.5) Account for your organization’s gross global Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions.
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Purchased goods and services

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
The development of a program to collect, calculate and report all relevant data is underway, planned reporting year 2023.

Capital goods

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
The development of a program to collect, calculate and report all relevant data is underway, planned reporting year 2023.

Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
21

Emissions calculation methodology
Other, please specify (Custom Footprint Source: Reported Total Emissions)

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners

Please explain
Wesco leverages third party logistics carriers for some of its global product distribution. The development of a program to collect, calculate and report all relevant data is
underway, planned reporting year 2023.

Upstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
There are significant upstream transportation and distribution impacts in Wesco's
supply chain - the supply chain of products WESCO carries has fuel and energy related activities that
are not within Wesco's operational boundaries, or within Wesco's current capabilities to assess or effectively estimate. The development of a program to collect, calculate
and report all relevant data is underway, planned reporting year 2023.

Waste generated in operations

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
8173.16

Emissions calculation methodology
Waste-type-specific method

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
74

Please explain
Wesco uses the EPA's WARM model to estimate lifecycle GHG emissions associated with landfilled waste. Wesco uses this calculation in part to continue to drive
progress in its waste diversion rate, identifying new waste streams and 3rd party partners to reuse and recycle potential waste streams from Wesco operations (especially
carboard, wood pallets, plastic wrap, and packaging materials.)
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Business travel

Evaluation status
Relevant, calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
5045

Emissions calculation methodology
Distance-based method

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
95

Please explain
Wesco's 3rd party travel partner calculates the annual GHG impact of Wesco's air,
rail, and rental car use.

Employee commuting

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
While some employee commutes are captured in Wesco's scope 1 emissions (fuel use from Wesco sales vehicles), Wesco does not track the GHG emissions associated
with the majority of its' employee commutes.

Upstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain

Downstream transportation and distribution

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
Wesco provides its products and services to the end user and does not have any visibility into any downstream transportation activities associated with its goods and
services.

Processing of sold products

Evaluation status
Not relevant, explanation provided

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
Wesco is a services and distribution company.
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Use of sold products

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
Wesco sells tens of thousands of products to customers and is unable to calculate the net GHG impact of this collection of products in aggregate. Wesco can provide
customer-specific estimates of emissions reductions associated with the purchase and use of its 3rd party certified energy efficiency products and its renewable energy
products upon request.

End of life treatment of sold products

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain

Downstream leased assets

Evaluation status
Relevant, not yet calculated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain

Franchises

Evaluation status
Not evaluated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
WESCO does not have franchises.

Investments

Evaluation status
Not evaluated

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain
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Other (upstream)

Evaluation status
Please select

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain

Other (downstream)

Evaluation status
Please select

Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
<Not Applicable>

Emissions calculation methodology
<Not Applicable>

Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
<Not Applicable>

Please explain

C6.7

(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biogenic carbon relevant to your organization?
No

C6.10
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(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit currency total revenue and provide any
additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations.

Intensity figure
4.03

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e)
80570

Metric denominator
full time equivalent (FTE) employee

Metric denominator: Unit total
20000

Scope 2 figure used
Location-based

% change from previous year
13.93

Direction of change
Decreased

Reason(s) for change
Other, please specify (Improvement in energy efficiency of Wesco facilities)

Please explain

Intensity figure
0.000003765

Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e)
80570

Metric denominator
unit total revenue

Metric denominator: Unit total
21400000000

Scope 2 figure used
Location-based

% change from previous year
18.58

Direction of change
Decreased

Reason(s) for change
Other emissions reduction activities
Change in revenue

Please explain

C7. Emissions breakdowns

C7.1

(C7.1) Does your organization break down its Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type?
Yes

C7.1a

(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used greenhouse warming potential
(GWP).

Greenhouse gas Scope 1 emissions (metric tons of CO2e) GWP Reference

CO2 51210 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

CH4 23 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

N2O 179 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

HFCs 0 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4 - 100 year)

C7.2
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(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/area/region.

Country/area/region Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Canada 8954

United States of America 41507

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 951

C7.3

(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
By activity

C7.3c

(C7.3c) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by business activity.

Activity Scope 1 emissions (metric tons CO2e)

Office Buildings - Natural gas for heating 24860

Office Building - Distillate fuel oil for emergency generators 32

Office Buildings - Refrigerant loss for cooling 0

Fleet Vehicles - Fuel consumption 26520

Fleet Vehicles - Refrigerant loss for cooling 0

C7.5

(C7.5) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by country/area/region.

Country/area/region Scope 2, location-based (metric tons CO2e) Scope 2, market-based (metric tons CO2e)

Canada 3129

United States of America 25804

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 225

C7.6

(C7.6) Indicate which gross global Scope 2 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.
By activity

C7.6c

(C7.6c) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by business activity.

Activity Scope 2, location-based (metric tons CO2e) Scope 2, market-based (metric tons CO2e)

Electricity for Distribution or Shipping Center 28913

Electricity for Warehouses 21

Unknown 225

C7.7

(C7.7) Is your organization able to break down your emissions data for any of the subsidiaries included in your CDP response?
No

C7.9

(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the previous reporting year?
Remained the same overall
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C7.9a

(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined), and for each of them specify how your emissions compare
to the previous year.

Change in emissions (metric tons
CO2e)

Direction of change in
emissions

Emissions value
(percentage)

Please explain calculation

Change in renewable energy
consumption

<Not Applicable>

Other emissions reduction activities <Not Applicable>

Divestment <Not Applicable>

Acquisitions <Not Applicable>

Mergers <Not Applicable>

Change in output <Not Applicable>

Change in methodology <Not Applicable>

Change in boundary <Not Applicable>

Change in physical operating conditions <Not Applicable>

Unidentified 3682 Decreased 4 2021 Scope 1 & 2 emissions - 2022 Scope 1 & 2
emissions.

Other <Not Applicable>

C7.9b

(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure or a market-based Scope 2
emissions figure?
Location-based

C8. Energy

C8.1

(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy?
More than 0% but less than or equal to 5%

C8.2

(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken.

Indicate whether your organization undertook this energy-related activity in the reporting year

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstocks) Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity Yes

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat No

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam No

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling No

Generation of electricity, heat, steam, or cooling No

C8.2a

(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh.

Heating value MWh from renewable sources MWh from non-renewable sources Total (renewable and non-renewable) MWh

Consumption of fuel (excluding feedstock) HHV (higher heating value) 0 135666 135666

Consumption of purchased or acquired electricity <Not Applicable> 0 79517 79517

Consumption of purchased or acquired heat <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Consumption of purchased or acquired steam <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Consumption of purchased or acquired cooling <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Consumption of self-generated non-fuel renewable energy <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

Total energy consumption <Not Applicable> 0 215183 215183

C8.2b
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(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel.

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this fuel application

Consumption of fuel for the generation of electricity Yes

Consumption of fuel for the generation of heat Yes

Consumption of fuel for the generation of steam No

Consumption of fuel for the generation of cooling No

Consumption of fuel for co-generation or tri-generation No

C8.2c

(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type.

Sustainable biomass

Heating value

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

Other biomass

Heating value

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

Other renewable fuels (e.g. renewable hydrogen)

Heating value

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment
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Coal

Heating value

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

Oil

Heating value
HHV

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
87

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
87

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

Gas

Heating value
HHV

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
135579

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
135579

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

Other non-renewable fuels (e.g. non-renewable hydrogen)

Heating value

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment
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Total fuel

Heating value
HHV

Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
135666

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
0

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
135666

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
<Not Applicable>

MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
<Not Applicable>

Comment

C8.2g

(C8.2g) Provide a breakdown by country/area of your non-fuel energy consumption in the reporting year.

Country/area
United States of America

Consumption of purchased electricity (MWh)
64650

Consumption of self-generated electricity (MWh)
0

Is this electricity consumption excluded from your RE100 commitment?
<Not Applicable>

Consumption of purchased heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
0

Consumption of self-generated heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
0

Total non-fuel energy consumption (MWh) [Auto-calculated]
64650

Country/area
Canada

Consumption of purchased electricity (MWh)
14866

Consumption of self-generated electricity (MWh)
0

Is this electricity consumption excluded from your RE100 commitment?
<Not Applicable>

Consumption of purchased heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
0

Consumption of self-generated heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
0

Total non-fuel energy consumption (MWh) [Auto-calculated]
14866

C9. Additional metrics

C9.1

(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

C10. Verification
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C10.1

(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

Verification/assurance status

Scope 1 No third-party verification or assurance

Scope 2 (location-based or market-based) No third-party verification or assurance

Scope 3 No third-party verification or assurance

C10.2

(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?
No, but we are actively considering verifying within the next two years

C11. Carbon pricing

C11.1

(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?
No, and we do not anticipate being regulated in the next three years

C11.2

(C11.2) Has your organization canceled any project-based carbon credits within the reporting year?
No

C11.3

(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?
No, and we do not currently anticipate doing so in the next two years

C12. Engagement

C12.1

(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?
Yes, our suppliers
Yes, our customers/clients

C12.1a
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(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.

Type of engagement
Innovation & collaboration (changing markets)

Details of engagement
Other, please specify (Wesco works with its supplier partners to identify energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions to promote to our customers.)

% of suppliers by number
1

% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
30

% of supplier-related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5

Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
Wesco is a distribution company, so our supplier partners are manufacturers of electrical, mechanical, and MRO products and services. On an annual basis we work with
our supplier partners to identify and promote energy efficiency and renewable energy products to our customers through our product catalogs, our outside sales team, our
WESCO Value Creation Program, and via our Global Accounts management program.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
WESCO plans to develop systems to track the impact of our energy efficiency and renewable energy product promotion in the coming years - by tracking the impact
through annual sales associated with 3rd party-certified energy efficient products (ENERGY STAR, FEMP-compliant, etc...) and through annual sales of renewable energy
products.

Comment

C12.1b

(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.

Type of engagement & Details of engagement

Education/information sharing Share information about your products and relevant certification schemes (i.e. Energy STAR)

% of customers by number
25

% of customer - related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
0

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
Wesco customers include commercial and industrial businesses, contractors, government agencies, institutions, telecommunications providers, and utilities. For all of these
customers, WESCO's products and services can help them improve their energy efficiency, invest in renewable energy systems, and reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions.

Wesco works to build awareness among all its customers of the energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions that could help customers reduce GHG emissions. On an
annual basis we work with our supplier partners to identify and promote energy efficiency and renewable energy products to our customers through our product catalogs,
our outside sales team, our Wesco Value Creation Program, and via our Global Accounts management program.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success
Wesco plans to develop systems to track the impact of our energy efficiency and renewable energy product promotion in the coming years. Wesco is also in the process of
developing a methodology and Ecom site to promote energy efficient and renewable energy products.

Type of engagement & Details of engagement

Collaboration & innovation Collaborate with customers in creation and review of your climate transition plan 

% of customers by number
10

% of customer - related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
0

Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
Working with customers to better understand Wesco's plan, program, to provide emissions information and identify areas of collaboration.

Impact of engagement, including measures of success

C12.2

(C12.2) Do your suppliers have to meet climate-related requirements as part of your organization’s purchasing process?
No, and we do not plan to introduce climate-related requirements within the next two years

C12.3
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(C12.3) Does your organization engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate?

Row 1

External engagement activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate
Not assessed

Does your organization have a public commitment or position statement to conduct your engagement activities in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement?
No, and we do not plan to have one in the next two years

Attach commitment or position statement(s)
<Not Applicable>

Describe the process(es) your organization has in place to ensure that your external engagement activities are consistent with your climate commitments and/or
climate transition plan

Primary reason for not engaging in activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate
<Not Applicable>

Explain why your organization does not engage in activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate
<Not Applicable>

C12.4

(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions performance for this reporting year in places
other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).

Publication
In voluntary sustainability report

Status
Underway – previous year attached

Attach the document
2022 Wesco Sustainability report.pdf

Page/Section reference
8-9, 32, 35, 56-58

Content elements
Strategy
Risks & opportunities
Emissions figures
Emission targets

Comment

C12.5

(C12.5) Indicate the collaborative frameworks, initiatives and/or commitments related to environmental issues for which you are a signatory/member.

Environmental collaborative framework, initiative and/or commitment Describe your organization’s role within each framework, initiative and/or commitment

Row 1 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
UN Global Compact

We are a member of the UN Global Compact and respond to their request for Communication of Progress annually. 
In 2022, Wesco preformed an initial TCFD disclosure with a full disclosure provided in the 2023 report.

C15. Biodiversity

C15.1

(C15.1) Is there board-level oversight and/or executive management-level responsibility for biodiversity-related issues within your organization?

Board-level oversight and/or executive management-level responsibility for biodiversity-related
issues

Description of oversight and objectives relating to
biodiversity

Scope of board-level
oversight

Row
1

No, but we plan to have both within the next two years <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C15.2
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(C15.2) Has your organization made a public commitment and/or endorsed any initiatives related to biodiversity?

Indicate whether your organization made a public commitment or endorsed any initiatives related to biodiversity Biodiversity-related public commitments Initiatives endorsed

Row 1 No, but we plan to do so within the next 2 years <Not Applicable> <Not Applicable>

C15.3

(C15.3) Does your organization assess the impacts and dependencies of its value chain on biodiversity?

Impacts on biodiversity

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this type of assessment
No, but we plan to within the next two years

Value chain stage(s) covered
<Not Applicable>

Portfolio activity
<Not Applicable>

Tools and methods to assess impacts and/or dependencies on biodiversity
<Not Applicable>

Please explain how the tools and methods are implemented and provide an indication of the associated outcome(s)
<Not Applicable>

Dependencies on biodiversity

Indicate whether your organization undertakes this type of assessment
No, but we plan to within the next two years

Value chain stage(s) covered
<Not Applicable>

Portfolio activity
<Not Applicable>

Tools and methods to assess impacts and/or dependencies on biodiversity
<Not Applicable>

Please explain how the tools and methods are implemented and provide an indication of the associated outcome(s)
<Not Applicable>

C15.4

(C15.4) Does your organization have activities located in or near to biodiversity- sensitive areas in the reporting year?
Not assessed

C15.5

(C15.5) What actions has your organization taken in the reporting year to progress your biodiversity-related commitments?

Have you taken any actions in the reporting period to progress your biodiversity-related commitments? Type of action taken to progress biodiversity- related commitments

Row 1 No, we are not taking any actions to progress our biodiversity-related commitments, but we plan to within the next two years <Not Applicable>

C15.6

(C15.6) Does your organization use biodiversity indicators to monitor performance across its activities?

Does your organization use indicators to monitor biodiversity performance? Indicators used to monitor biodiversity performance

Row 1 No Please select

C15.7

(C15.7) Have you published information about your organization’s response to biodiversity-related issues for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP
response? If so, please attach the publication(s).

Report type Content elements Attach the document and indicate where in the document the relevant biodiversity information is located
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C16. Signoff

C-FI

(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response. Please note that this field is optional
and is not scored.

C16.1

(C16.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

Job title Corresponding job category

Row 1 Director, Global Sustainability and Environmental Compliance Environment/Sustainability manager

SC. Supply chain module

SC0.0

(SC0.0) If you would like to do so, please provide a separate introduction to this module.

SC0.1

(SC0.1) What is your company’s annual revenue for the stated reporting period?

Annual Revenue

Row 1 21400000000

SC1.1

(SC1.1) Allocate your emissions to your customers listed below according to the goods or services you have sold them in this reporting period.

Requesting member
Alphabet, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
413.94

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Fuel consumption from facilities and vehicle fleet

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
172300000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency
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Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member.

Requesting member
Alphabet, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
234.77

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Energy consumption from facilities

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
172300000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member.

Requesting member
Alphabet, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
106.6

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
scope 3 emissions from business travel and landfilled waste

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
172300000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member.

Requesting member
American Express
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Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
8.98

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
3738482

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated
with sales to CDP requesting member.

Requesting member
American Express

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
5.09

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
3738482

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
American Express

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>
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Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
2.31

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
3738482

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Burns & McDonnell, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
39.78

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
16556307

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Burns & McDonnell, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide
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Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
22.56

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
16556307

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Burns & McDonnell, Inc.

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Please select

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
10.24

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
16556307

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Corning Incorporated

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
4.49
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Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1868000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Corning Incorporated

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
2.55

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1868000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Corning Incorporated

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
1.16

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 
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Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1868000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Koninklijke Philips NV

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
3.21

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1338000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Koninklijke Philips NV

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
1.82

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased
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Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1338000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Koninklijke Philips NV

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.83

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
1338000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
KPMG International

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
1.54

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
640855

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency
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Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
KPMG International

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.87

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
640855

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
KPMG International

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.4

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
640855

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
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Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
81.05

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
33734755.16

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
45.96

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
33734755.16

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>
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Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
20.87

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
33734755.16

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
National Grid PLC

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
176.82

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
73600000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
National Grid PLC

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide
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Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
100.28

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
73600000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
National Grid PLC

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
45.53

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
73600000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Novartis

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.16
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Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
67305.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Novartis

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.09

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
67305.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member.

Requesting member
Novartis

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
0.04

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 
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Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
67305.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Schneider Electric

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
31.72

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
13201485

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Schneider Electric

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
17.99

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
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13201485

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Schneider Electric

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
8.17

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
13201485

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
ServiceNow Inc

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
15.98

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
6652593.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
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GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
ServiceNow Inc

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
9.06

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
6652593.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
ServiceNow Inc

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
4.12

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
6652593.41

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Wells Fargo & Company
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Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
31.71

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
13200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Wells Fargo & Company

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
17.99

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
13200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Wells Fargo & Company

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
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Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
8.17

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
13200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Eaton Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
25.39

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
41034267

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Dell Technologies

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide
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Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
26.91

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
11200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Dell Technologies

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
15.26

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
11200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Dell Technologies

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 7: Employee commuting

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
6.93
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Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
11200000

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Nokia Group

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
23.96

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
9971230.97

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Nokia Group

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
13.59

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
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No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Nokia Group

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
6.17

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
9971230.97

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Telus Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
87.06

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
36239609.47
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Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Telus Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
49.38

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
36239609.47

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Telus Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
22.42

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
36239609.47

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 
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Requesting member
Microsoft Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
840.22

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
349736204

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Microsoft Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
476.53

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
349736204

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Microsoft Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 3
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Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
216.37

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
349736204

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
EQUINIX, INC.

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
120.35

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
50096429.82

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
EQUINIX, INC.

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>
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Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
68.26

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
50096429.82

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
EQUINIX, INC.

Scope of emissions
Scope 3

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
Category 5: Waste generated in operations
Category 6: Business travel

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
30.99

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
business travel and landfilled waste 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
50096429.82

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Eaton Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 1

Scope 2 accounting method
<Not Applicable>

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>
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Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
98.58

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
facility and vehicle fuel use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
41034267

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

Requesting member
Eaton Corporation

Scope of emissions
Scope 2

Scope 2 accounting method
Location-based

Scope 3 category(ies)
<Not Applicable>

Allocation level
Company wide

Allocation level detail
<Not Applicable>

Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
55.91

Uncertainty (±%)
5

Major sources of emissions
Facility energy use 

Verified
No

Allocation method
Allocation based on the number of units purchased

Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
41034267

Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
Currency

Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
GHG emissions allocated based on the % of WESCO's total annual revenue associated with sales to CDP requesting member. 

SC1.2

(SC1.2) Where published information has been used in completing SC1.1, please provide a reference(s).

SC1.3

(SC1.3) What are the challenges in allocating emissions to different customers, and what would help you to overcome these challenges?

Allocation challenges Please explain what would help you overcome these challenges

Diversity of product lines makes accurately accounting for each
product/product line cost ineffective

With more than 75,000 products and more than 25,000 customers, Wesco cannot effectively track and allocate emissions on a customer
basis and has to rely on estimates based on total revenue associated with products purchased.

Customer base is too large and diverse to accurately track emissions
to the customer level

With more than 75,000 products and 25,000 customers, Wesco cannot effectively track and allocate emissions on a customer basis and has
to rely on estimates based on total revenue associated with products purchased.

Managing the different emission factors of diverse and numerous
geographies makes calculating total footprint difficult

Wesco operates globally, and Wesco Distribution facilities and delivery vehicles serve customers in multiple electricity markets with different
grid emission factors.

Please select
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SC1.4

(SC1.4) Do you plan to develop your capabilities to allocate emissions to your customers in the future?
Yes

SC1.4a

(SC1.4a) Describe how you plan to develop your capabilities.

in 2023, Wesco began development to work with supply chain partners to collect more robust data on products, better reporting in the future is expected.

SC2.1

(SC2.1) Please propose any mutually beneficial climate-related projects you could collaborate on with specific CDP Supply Chain members.

SC2.2

(SC2.2) Have requests or initiatives by CDP Supply Chain members prompted your organization to take organizational-level emissions reduction initiatives?
Yes

SC2.2a

(SC2.2a) Specify the requesting member(s) that have driven organizational-level emissions reduction initiatives, and provide information on the initiatives.

SC4.1

(SC4.1) Are you providing product level data for your organization’s goods or services?
No, I am not providing data

Submit your response

In which language are you submitting your response?
English

Please confirm how your response should be handled by CDP

I understand that my response will be shared with all requesting stakeholders Response permission

Please select your submission options Yes Public

Please confirm below
I have read and accept the applicable Terms
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	Reporting year
	Scope 2, location-based
	Scope 2, market-based (if applicable)
	Start date
	End date
	Comment

	C6.4
	(C6.4) Are there any sources (e.g. facilities, specific GHGs, activities, geographies, etc.) of Scope 1, Scope 2 or Scope 3 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure?

	C6.4a
	(C6.4a) Provide details of the sources of Scope 1, Scope 2, or Scope 3 emissions that are within your selected reporting boundary which are not included in your disclosure.
	Source of excluded emissions
	Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies)
	Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
	Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
	Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
	Relevance of Scope 3 emissions from this source
	Date of completion of acquisition or merger
	Estimated percentage of total Scope 1+2 emissions this excluded source represents
	Estimated percentage of total Scope 3 emissions this excluded source represents
	Explain why this source is excluded
	Explain how you estimated the percentage of emissions this excluded source represents
	Source of excluded emissions
	Scope(s) or Scope 3 category(ies)
	Relevance of Scope 1 emissions from this source
	Relevance of location-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
	Relevance of market-based Scope 2 emissions from this source
	Relevance of Scope 3 emissions from this source
	Date of completion of acquisition or merger
	Estimated percentage of total Scope 1+2 emissions this excluded source represents
	Estimated percentage of total Scope 3 emissions this excluded source represents
	Explain why this source is excluded
	Explain how you estimated the percentage of emissions this excluded source represents

	C6.5
	(C6.5) Account for your organization’s gross global Scope 3 emissions, disclosing and explaining any exclusions.
	Purchased goods and services
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Capital goods
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Fuel-and-energy-related activities (not included in Scope 1 or 2)
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Upstream transportation and distribution
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Waste generated in operations
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Business travel
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Employee commuting
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Upstream leased assets
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Downstream transportation and distribution
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Processing of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Use of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	End of life treatment of sold products
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Downstream leased assets
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Franchises
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Investments
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Other (upstream)
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain
	Other (downstream)
	Evaluation status
	Emissions in reporting year (metric tons CO2e)
	Emissions calculation methodology
	Percentage of emissions calculated using data obtained from suppliers or value chain partners
	Please explain

	C6.7
	(C6.7) Are carbon dioxide emissions from biogenic carbon relevant to your organization?

	C6.10
	(C6.10) Describe your gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions for the reporting year in metric tons CO2e per unit currency total revenue and provide any additional intensity metrics that are appropriate to your business operations.
	Intensity figure
	Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e)
	Metric denominator
	Metric denominator: Unit total
	Scope 2 figure used
	% change from previous year
	Direction of change
	Reason(s) for change
	Please explain
	Intensity figure
	Metric numerator (Gross global combined Scope 1 and 2 emissions, metric tons CO2e)
	Metric denominator
	Metric denominator: Unit total
	Scope 2 figure used
	% change from previous year
	Direction of change
	Reason(s) for change
	Please explain

	C7. Emissions breakdowns
	C7.1
	(C7.1) Does your organization break down its Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type?

	C7.1a
	(C7.1a) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by greenhouse gas type and provide the source of each used greenhouse warming potential (GWP).

	C7.2
	(C7.2) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by country/area/region.

	C7.3
	(C7.3) Indicate which gross global Scope 1 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.

	C7.3c
	(C7.3c) Break down your total gross global Scope 1 emissions by business activity.

	C7.5
	(C7.5) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by country/area/region.

	C7.6
	(C7.6) Indicate which gross global Scope 2 emissions breakdowns you are able to provide.

	C7.6c
	(C7.6c) Break down your total gross global Scope 2 emissions by business activity.

	C7.7
	(C7.7) Is your organization able to break down your emissions data for any of the subsidiaries included in your CDP response?

	C7.9
	(C7.9) How do your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined) for the reporting year compare to those of the previous reporting year?

	C7.9a
	(C7.9a) Identify the reasons for any change in your gross global emissions (Scope 1 and 2 combined), and for each of them specify how your emissions compare to the previous year.

	C7.9b
	(C7.9b) Are your emissions performance calculations in C7.9 and C7.9a based on a location-based Scope 2 emissions figure or a market-based Scope 2 emissions figure?

	C8. Energy
	C8.1
	(C8.1) What percentage of your total operational spend in the reporting year was on energy?

	C8.2
	(C8.2) Select which energy-related activities your organization has undertaken.

	C8.2a
	(C8.2a) Report your organization’s energy consumption totals (excluding feedstocks) in MWh.

	C8.2b
	(C8.2b) Select the applications of your organization’s consumption of fuel.

	C8.2c
	(C8.2c) State how much fuel in MWh your organization has consumed (excluding feedstocks) by fuel type.
	Sustainable biomass
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Other biomass
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Other renewable fuels (e.g. renewable hydrogen)
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Coal
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Oil
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Gas
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Other non-renewable fuels (e.g. non-renewable hydrogen)
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment
	Total fuel
	Heating value
	Total fuel MWh consumed by the organization
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of electricity
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of heat
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of steam
	MWh fuel consumed for self-generation of cooling
	MWh fuel consumed for self- cogeneration or self-trigeneration
	Comment

	C8.2g
	(C8.2g) Provide a breakdown by country/area of your non-fuel energy consumption in the reporting year.
	Country/area
	Consumption of purchased electricity (MWh)
	Consumption of self-generated electricity (MWh)
	Is this electricity consumption excluded from your RE100 commitment?
	Consumption of purchased heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
	Consumption of self-generated heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
	Total non-fuel energy consumption (MWh) [Auto-calculated]
	Country/area
	Consumption of purchased electricity (MWh)
	Consumption of self-generated electricity (MWh)
	Is this electricity consumption excluded from your RE100 commitment?
	Consumption of purchased heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
	Consumption of self-generated heat, steam, and cooling (MWh)
	Total non-fuel energy consumption (MWh) [Auto-calculated]

	C9. Additional metrics
	C9.1
	(C9.1) Provide any additional climate-related metrics relevant to your business.

	C10. Verification
	C10.1
	(C10.1) Indicate the verification/assurance status that applies to your reported emissions.

	C10.2
	(C10.2) Do you verify any climate-related information reported in your CDP disclosure other than the emissions figures reported in C6.1, C6.3, and C6.5?

	C11. Carbon pricing
	C11.1
	(C11.1) Are any of your operations or activities regulated by a carbon pricing system (i.e. ETS, Cap & Trade or Carbon Tax)?

	C11.2
	(C11.2) Has your organization canceled any project-based carbon credits within the reporting year?

	C11.3
	(C11.3) Does your organization use an internal price on carbon?

	C12. Engagement
	C12.1
	(C12.1) Do you engage with your value chain on climate-related issues?

	C12.1a
	(C12.1a) Provide details of your climate-related supplier engagement strategy.
	Type of engagement
	Details of engagement
	% of suppliers by number
	% total procurement spend (direct and indirect)
	% of supplier-related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Rationale for the coverage of your engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Comment

	C12.1b
	(C12.1b) Give details of your climate-related engagement strategy with your customers.
	Type of engagement & Details of engagement
	% of customers by number
	% of customer - related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success
	Type of engagement & Details of engagement
	% of customers by number
	% of customer - related Scope 3 emissions as reported in C6.5
	Please explain the rationale for selecting this group of customers and scope of engagement
	Impact of engagement, including measures of success

	C12.2
	(C12.2) Do your suppliers have to meet climate-related requirements as part of your organization’s purchasing process?

	C12.3
	(C12.3) Does your organization engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate?
	Row 1
	External engagement activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate
	Does your organization have a public commitment or position statement to conduct your engagement activities in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement?
	Attach commitment or position statement(s)
	Describe the process(es) your organization has in place to ensure that your external engagement activities are consistent with your climate commitments and/or climate transition plan
	Primary reason for not engaging in activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate
	Explain why your organization does not engage in activities that could directly or indirectly influence policy, law, or regulation that may impact the climate

	C12.4
	(C12.4) Have you published information about your organization’s response to climate change and GHG emissions performance for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).
	Publication
	Status
	Attach the document
	Page/Section reference
	Content elements
	Comment

	C12.5
	(C12.5) Indicate the collaborative frameworks, initiatives and/or commitments related to environmental issues for which you are a signatory/member.

	C15. Biodiversity
	C15.1
	(C15.1) Is there board-level oversight and/or executive management-level responsibility for biodiversity-related issues within your organization?

	C15.2
	(C15.2) Has your organization made a public commitment and/or endorsed any initiatives related to biodiversity?

	C15.3
	(C15.3) Does your organization assess the impacts and dependencies of its value chain on biodiversity?
	Impacts on biodiversity
	Indicate whether your organization undertakes this type of assessment
	Value chain stage(s) covered
	Portfolio activity
	Tools and methods to assess impacts and/or dependencies on biodiversity
	Please explain how the tools and methods are implemented and provide an indication of the associated outcome(s)
	Dependencies on biodiversity
	Indicate whether your organization undertakes this type of assessment
	Value chain stage(s) covered
	Portfolio activity
	Tools and methods to assess impacts and/or dependencies on biodiversity
	Please explain how the tools and methods are implemented and provide an indication of the associated outcome(s)

	C15.4
	(C15.4) Does your organization have activities located in or near to biodiversity- sensitive areas in the reporting year?

	C15.5
	(C15.5) What actions has your organization taken in the reporting year to progress your biodiversity-related commitments?

	C15.6
	(C15.6) Does your organization use biodiversity indicators to monitor performance across its activities?

	C15.7
	(C15.7) Have you published information about your organization’s response to biodiversity-related issues for this reporting year in places other than in your CDP response? If so, please attach the publication(s).

	C16. Signoff
	C-FI
	(C-FI) Use this field to provide any additional information or context that you feel is relevant to your organization's response. Please note that this field is optional and is not scored.

	C16.1
	(C16.1) Provide details for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP climate change response.

	SC. Supply chain module
	SC0.0
	(SC0.0) If you would like to do so, please provide a separate introduction to this module.

	SC0.1
	(SC0.1) What is your company’s annual revenue for the stated reporting period?

	SC1.1
	(SC1.1) Allocate your emissions to your customers listed below according to the goods or services you have sold them in this reporting period.
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
	Market value or quantity of goods/services supplied to the requesting member
	Unit for market value or quantity of goods/services supplied
	Please explain how you have identified the GHG source, including major limitations to this process and assumptions made
	Requesting member
	Scope of emissions
	Scope 2 accounting method
	Scope 3 category(ies)
	Allocation level
	Allocation level detail
	Emissions in metric tonnes of CO2e
	Uncertainty (±%)
	Major sources of emissions
	Verified
	Allocation method
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